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THE EVOLUTION OF A LEGEND
The new Nighthunter 8X56 gives you the ability to
identify game and take ethical shots when others
cannot. Steiner’s latest developments in binocular
technology are the result of 70 years of optical
development and innovation. This technology,
combined with Steiner’s hunting heritage, produces
the ultimate optic for night hunting.
The new Steiner Nighthunter – almost like having an
unfair advantage.
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CONTOURED EYE CUPS:

SPORTS-AUTO-FOCUS:

Steiner’s patented eyecups allow
you to take advantage of the
Nighthunter’s amazing optical
technology and always see the
clearest image possible.

To view objects in low light there is no
better system. Focus each eyepiece to
your vision once, and then count on razorsharp images from 20 meters to infinity.

WIDE FIELD OF VIEW:

CLARITY IN THE NIGHT:

See every animal in the field and
let Nothing Escape You with a huge
135-meter field of view.

STEINER LUMICLIP:
Steiner’s new LumiClip is simple
yet innovative. The luminescent
clip glows with just enough light
to easily locate your binoculars
in the darkest night.

The porro prism design produces threedimensional depth perception to quickly
locate and evaluate your target. Add to
this Steiner’s proprietary Diamond Night
lens coating formula and you have superior
clarity and contrast at dusk and dawn.

MAXIMUM LIGHT
TRANSMISSION:
Steiner’s advanced
technology penetrates
the shadows with
incredibly bright images.

RUGGEDNESS, PRECISION
AND PERFORMANCE:
With more than half a century
of battle-proven reliability there
are no better rugged-built optics
that perform like a Steiner.

The evolution of a legend – The new Nighthunter 8X56 gives you the ability to identify game and take ethical shots when others
cannot. Steiner’s latest developments in binocular technology are the result of 70 years of optical development and innovation.
This technology, combined with Steiner’s hunting heritage, produces the ultimate optic for night hunting.
The new Steiner Nighthunter – almost like having an unfair advantage.
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